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1. Background
1.1.  Introduction

Western Earthmoving are undertaking bulk earthworks and civil works of the subdivision of Lot
149 in DP 1256521, Berkeley Vale (Nightshade Drive, Butternut Avenue and Scribbly Gum
Street). The subdivision will consist of 95 new lots, local roads and two wetlands with featured
landscaping.

This Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) provides a system to manage
and control environmental aspects during the period of construction. It will identify
requirements applicable to the activities of the works and a framework for the systems and
procedures to ensure environmental impacts are minimalised and requirements are fulfilled.

1.2. Project Description

Location

The site is bound by Nightshade Drive, Butternut Avenue and Scribbly Gum Street. The site is
bordered by works completed during Stage 1 of the development as well as by an
Environmental Conservation area. The local Council district by which the site will be
governed is Central Coast Council.
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Figure 1 – Project Location
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Construction / Operation Activities

The following activities will be undertaken on site:

· Site Establishment
· Clearing and Grubbing
· Bulk Earthworks
· Pavement Formation
· Stormwater Drainage
· Sewer
· Retaining walls
· Basin works
· Services Installation
· Installation of Footpaths
· Landscaping

Primary Plant and equipment to be on site:

Ø Scraper Ø Rollers
Ø Dozers Ø Watercarts
Ø Dump Trucks Ø Excavators
Ø Graders Ø Compactors
Ø Generators Ø Pumps

Other equipment will be required throughout the course of the project.

Approved working hours:

Monday to Friday – 7:00am to 5:30pm

Saturdays – 7:00am to 1:00pm

No construction or demolition works associated with the development are allowed to be
carried out at any time on a Sunday or a public holiday.

Timing and Scheduling

Forecast Contract Start Date: 02/08/2021

Forecast Contract Completion Date: 20/05/2022

1.3.  Context

1.4. Objectives
Western Earthmoving will ensure compliance with all relevant environmental legislation and
contractual environmental requirements to employ a high level of environmental
management procedures during the construction of the project.

All construction personnel working on the Project will follow general environmental
obligations while on site:

Ø Minimise pollution of land, air and water
Ø Minimise the occurrence of offensive noise
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Ø Be respectable to neighbouring properties
Ø Use machines with noise control features if available and ensure all machines are

properly maintained
Ø Take all feasible and responsible steps to ensure compliance with the requirements of

this CEMP and all WEM policies relating to environmental management

1.5. Environmental Policy
Western Earthmoving will undertake its business operations in a manner that recognises the
importance of protecting the environment and meets the expectations of our clients and the
broader community in our activities.

Our policy (see Appendix A) describes its commitment to complying with applicable legal
requirements. It also demonstrates the company’s overall commitment to our environmental
performance and implementing and maintaining its certified Environmental Management
System under which the project will operate.
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2. Environmental Management
2.1. Environmental Management Structure and Responsibility

Leadership

It is the responsibility of all members in leadership positions to ensure all rules and regulations
are being maintained onsite by all personnel throughout the course of the project.

The following Western Earthmoving personnel have key accountability in the construction of
the works as outlined in this CEMP:

Ø Project Manager: Nick Trimble – 0468 895 898
Ø Site Manager: Callum Kermack – 0420 292 960
Ø Systems / WHS Manager: James Gill – 0434 988 454

WEM Project Manager

Responsibility:

Ø Must have a good understanding of this CEMP and support its implementation
Ø Must assign responsibilities to fully implement and maintain the operation of the CEMP

to the highest achievable practical level of compliance
Ø Must ensure that all consent and permits are in place before works commence;

instigates a program of monitoring and inspections to ensure ongoing compliance
with consent conditions; ensures that instructions for preventative and corrective
action have been adhered to

Ø Must ensure that updates to the CEMP occur as the Project changes
Ø Must ensure that the requirements of the CEMP and any associated sub plan are fully

implemented on the Project
Ø Must ensure that adequate resources are allocated as required for the

implementation of the CEMP;
Ø Must ensure that all Project personnel are trained in the requirements of the CEMP

and any responsibilities they have as a result of the plan
Ø Must ensure that all incidents that may affect the environment are promptly reported,

investigated, recorded and that corrective actions are undertaken in a timely
manner

Ø Must ensure that in the event of an emergency or major incident that reporting to
statutory bodies occurs and that clean up is undertaken in consultation with the
responsible body

Ø Must ensure that incidents are properly investigated and resolved in a timely manner

WEM Systems / WHS Manager

Responsibility:

Ø Must ensure that all IMS is updated and understood, implemented and maintained
by staff

Ø Conduct internal reviews on safety and policies to evaluate how they are being
maintained and report to management

Ø Must ensure that all relevant documentation and assessment outcomes are used to
better improve the business
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Ø Report at management reviews on the environmental performance of the company
including the results of audits, non-conformances, incidents, complaints and overall
environmental performance levels against specified targets

Ø Monitor any changes to industry standards in relation to health and safety and apply
accordingly

Ø Monitor safety controls
Ø Communicate with employees and implementation of the Environmental issues within

the IMS
Ø Monitor changes and industry trends in Environmental legislation and its application in

the industry
Ø Assist the Project manager, site manager and site engineer in carrying out

environmental impact studies and preparation of controls such as environmental
instructions or actions statements

Ø Monitoring environmental controls for all impacts identified in the environmental risk
analysis and assist Managers in devising plans to achieve specific targets for each of
the impacts

Ø Report to the manager whether environmental targets have been achieved on a
regular basis and assist managers in implementing changes to improve
environmental management

Ø Maintain a record of health and safety reference documentation and periodically
check currency of same

WEM Site Manager / Site Engineer

Responsibility:

Ø Must have a good understanding of this CEMP and support its implementation
Ø Manage installation of appropriate environmental controls
Ø Must review and contribute to the development and review of the CEMP
Ø Must ensure that the requirements of the CEMP and any associated sub plans are fully

implemented on the Project
Ø Must be involved in the ongoing monitoring, site inspection and rectification

requirements nominated following any non-conformance of the requirement of the
CEMP

Ø Must ensure that site personnel under their control are trained in the requirements of
the CEMP and any specific responsibilities they may hold as a result of the plan

Ø Must ensure that all incidents that may affect the environment are promptly reported,
investigated, recorded and that corrective actions are undertaken in a timely
manner

Ø Must ensure that complaints are properly investigated and resolved in a timely
manner

Ø Must ensure work in being carried out in accordance with requirements and issues
formal instructions for preventative and corrective actions were required

Ø Must escalate persistent issues and non-conformances
Ø Reviews arranged for bulk water use on-site obtains associated environmental permits

and exceptions
Ø Coordinates delivery arrangements.
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Subcontractors to WEM

Ø Must follow the correct procedures for managing and reporting incidents in line with
the requirements set out in this CEMP

Ø Must make the necessary allowances for the provision of secondary containment at
the point of use, appropriate spill control equipment and training of site personnel in
accordance with these requirements;

Ø Must manage and report incidents and spills in line with these requirements
Ø Must manage site water and trade effluent (Note: No trade effluent is to be disposed

of down any drain, stormwater or sewer without permission of the Project Manager
and all necessary Trade Waste permits being in place) in accordance with
requirements and ensure that staff are trained; obtain any task-specific consent and
permits where required; carry out mandatory sampling, testing or monitoring where
required and maintain mandatory records

Ø Must deliver and maintain bulk storage facilities, providing secondary containment at
the point of use, providing appropriate spill control equipment and training site
personnel in accordance with these requirements

Ø Must manage work areas in accordance with requirements; train site personnel so
they comply with requirements, obtain environmental permits where required,
prepare monthly data returns; maintain mandatory records.

All Workers

All workers, contractors and subcontractors will be made aware of their environmental
obligation through the induction process and daily Pre-Starts relevant to their respective
activities. All personnel are responsible for understanding or seeking direction in relation to
the implementation of the requirements of this CEMP in their work activities, requesting any
additional support or equipment required to allow their activities to comply and reporting
any concerns regarding environmental performance of the project to the Project Manager
and/or the Site Manager / Site Engineer for resolution.

Subcontractor Management

All subcontractors are required to attend the site inductions where the requirements and
obligations of the CEMP are communicated.  A record of all subcontractors inducted will be
maintained as part of the Project Induction and Training Register.

All subcontractors engaged on the project are required to operate within the requirements
of this CEMP.  In some circumstances, based on the activities to be conducted the
subcontractor may be required to develop a Project or Task-Specific Construction
Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) which at a minimum, complies with this CEMP.

All subcontractor plans, work procedures and SWMS or JSA’s shall be submitted to the Site
Engineer for review and approval prior to the commencement of works.  A record of these
reviews shall be recorded on the Western Earthmoving forms and kept in the site files.

Control over subcontract personnel with regards to environmental aspects and impacts shall
be the responsibility of the subcontractor’s supervisory staff. The Western Earthmoving
supervisory staff will oversee work practices and procedures to ensure that environmental
controls are implemented, maintained, and review their performance against the
requirements of the CEMP by regular inspections and audits.
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2.2. Approval and Licencing Requirements
Relevant Legislation to the Management of this project includes the following (anything
drawn through is not considered a requirement on this project):

State Legislation (www.legislation.nsw.gov.au)

o Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016

o Coastal Protection Act 1979

o Coastal Management Act 2016

o Contaminated Land Management Act 1997

o Dam Safety Act 1978

o Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999

o Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979

o Environmentally Hazardous Chemicals Act 1985

Site Specific Environmental Documentation that must be followed and adopted are as
follows:

Construction Plans and Provided Guides

o Development Application – ‘The Glades’ – Stages 2 and 3, Lot 149 in DP 1256521,
(Nightshade Drive, Butternut Avenue and Scribbly Gum Street)

2.3.  Reporting
Incident reporting is undertaken to ensure that in the event of an environmental incident, a
proper process is in place to record the incident for future improvement of procedures and if
required, for further investigation by relevant parties and to ensure that statutory
requirements are met by all persons involved in the Project.

In the event of any incident WEM’s internal procedures will be followed, and Stellar Land be
notified of any incident within 24hours of the incident becoming known.

Environmental Incidents are defined as:

Ø Any incident having caused actual impact, which may include permanent or
temporary effects on the Environment.

Ø Any “pollution incident”. A 'pollution incident' includes a leak, spill or escape of a
substance, or circumstances in which this is likely to occur.

Ø Any incident involving spillage or escape of material, liquid or a substance on
surrounding property or people.

Ø Any incident that by its nature causes or has the potential to cause an environmental
damage.

Ø Environmental Impacts resulting in industrial action.
Ø Environmental Impacts resulting in legal action.
Ø Environmental Impacts damaging to the corporate image of stakeholders.
Ø Any environmental incident that by its nature results in or has the potential to result in,

substantial costs to Western Earthmoving, its clients and or its sub-contractors.
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Notification Procedure

There is a duty to report pollution incidents under Section 148 of the Protection of the
Environment Operations Act 1997 (POEO Act) which cause or threaten material harm to the
environment. A 'pollution incident' includes a leak, spill or escape of a substance, or
circumstances in which this is likely to occur. 'Pollution incident' is defined in the Dictionary to
the Act.

'Material harm to the environment' is defined in section 147 of the Protection of the
Environment Operations Act 1997. Material harm includes on-site harm, as well as harm to the
environment beyond the premises where the pollution incident occurred.

Any environmental incidents notifiable to the relevant authority, which includes the Central
Coast Council and the NSW Environment Protection Authority (NSW EPA), the relevant
information to be given includes:

Ø The time, date, nature, duration and location of the incident;
Ø The location of the place where pollution is occurring or is likely to occur;
Ø The nature the estimated quantity or volume and the concentration of any pollutants

involved;
Ø The circumstances in which the incident occurred including the cause of the

incident, if known;
Ø The action proposed or taken to deal with the incident and any resulting pollution or

threatened pollution; and
Ø Any other information prescribed by the regulations.

2.4. Environmental Training
To ensure that this CEMP is effectively implemented, each level of management is
responsible for ensuring that all personnel reporting to them are aware of the requirements in
relation to their role on the Project. The Site Engineer will coordinate the environmental
training in conjunction with other training and development activities. An Ecological
induction for the tree clearing contractors is also required to be undertaken by AEP.

Environmental Induction

All employees should receive general environmental awareness training regarding their
responsibilities under the CEMP. The training should ensure that all employees understand
their obligation to exercise due diligence for environmental matters.  It should be noted that
“employees” in this instance means all people working on-site including tenants, contractors,
and sub-contractors. It is the responsibility of Western Earthmoving or their appointed
contractor to prepare their site-specific training, however any environmental training
programme should incorporate as a minimum the following:

Ø An Ecological site induction to be undertaken by AEP
Ø Familiarisation with the requirements of the CEMP
Ø Environmental emergency response training, including spill management/response

procedures
Ø Familiarisation with Site environmental controls
Ø Manager may require specific training in spill management and compliance

monitoring; and a record of who has completed the training/induction.

Toolbox Talks, Training and Awareness
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Toolbox Talks are one method of raising awareness and educating personnel on issues
related to all aspects of construction including environmental issues. The Toolbox Talk will also
ensure environmental awareness continues throughout construction.

Where relevant, Toolbox Talks will include details of the CEMP for site personnel.  Toolbox Talks
will also be tailored to specific environmental issues relevant to upcoming or ongoing works,
or to highlight experiences or incidents on site or on other sites, that serve to provide
examples of good or poor environmental management.  Toolbox Talk attendance is
mandatory. Relevant environmental matters for discussion at Toolbox Talks will include (but
are not limited to):

Ø Incident reporting requirements and complaints handling;
Ø Erosion and sediment control and management;
Ø Hours of work, access routes and speed limits;
Ø Emergency and spill responses;
Ø Working near water and drains and water pollution controls;
Ø Protection of heritage items;
Ø Dust control;
Ø Storage and handling of chemicals;
Ø Contaminated land and hazardous building materials issues and waste

management; and
Ø Results/actions from any inspections or audits.

Operator Competency

From April 2018 Western Earthmoving has formally implemented operating competency
assessments for all operators both employed by WEM and subcontractors on active sites. Our
WEM Training team are trained and hold certificates from an RTO giving them the authority
to deem competence of operators on our jobsites.

This not only enables WEM to maintain a high level of quality performance, but ensures our
sites are safer for all those working on our projects and the environment.

2.5.  Emergency Preparedness and Response
Emergency Response Contacts

Organisation Contact Number

Western Earthmoving Graham Ragg (Managing Director) 0418 281 311

Western Earthmoving Michael Ragg (Director) 0438 655 080

Western Earthmoving Nick Trimble (Project Manager) 0432 166 820

Western Earthmoving Callum Kermack (Site Manager) 0420292960

AEP Dennis Neader 0412495803

AEP Andrew Harker 0439402319

Central Coast Council 1300 463 954

Police/Fire/Ambulance 000 or 112

NSW EPA 13 15 55

Chemical Hotline 1300 787 870
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Poisons Information Centre 13 11 26
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3. Implementation
3.1. Risk Assessment

A risk management approach will be used to determine the severity and likelihood of an
activity’s impact on the environment and to prioritise its significance. This process considers
potential regulatory and legal risks as well as taking consideration of the concerns of the
community and other key stakeholders. All mitigation measures that are identified within the
Environmental Risk Assessment (Appendix B) will be implemented and adhered to.

The matrix used to derive the Risk Rating is presented in the following table.  This Risk Matrix
should be used when assessing environmental risk ratings to activities or potential receptors
as the Project progresses.

WEM Standard Environmental Risk Matrix
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1 – Catastrophic
Long Term environmental impact

1
High
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High

3
Medium

2 – Major
Medium long term environmental
impact

1
High

2
High

3
Medium
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Medium

3 – Moderate
Reversible Medium/short term
environmental impact
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4 – Minor
Limited Environmental impact
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Medium
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6
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5 – Insignificant
No environmental impact

4
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5
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6
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6
Low

3.2. Environmental Management Activities and Controls

Dust Management

Dust suppression and management plays a large part in the minimalization of air pollution
and nuisance to surrounding residence. During the Project Western Earthmoving will
endeavour to minimise the spread of dust using a variety of suppression methods to control
dust.

Dust Suppression Methods:
Ø Watercart Ø Dust cloth along fences
Ø Speed control to limit disturbance Ø Stockpile size management
Ø Geofab products if required Ø Hydro Mulch/spray grass
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Dust control methods will be monitored by the Site engineer and Site supervisor for
effectiveness and will be implemented accordingly during the project.

Refuelling and Storage of Dangerous Goods

Spillage of fuel and other dangerous goods on the site has a potential to directly and
immediately impact upon stormwater, workers on-site and soil and groundwater.  A plan for
the management of dangerous goods as well as the controls in place to mitigate risks
associated with spills and other uncontrolled discharges has been prepared for the project.

All refuelling on-site is to be undertaken with the following environmental controls:

Ø Ensure all refuelling on site is by Mini Tankers and spill kits are available at the point of
refuelling.

Ø During any refuelling on-site, the operator must remain in attendance and not walk
away from the refuelling operation.

Ø Ensure erosion and sediment controls are in place around stormwater drains.
Ø All refuelling to be performed in cleared flat allocated area near site shed and away

from drainage structures.
Ø All servicing of equipment to occur in areas where spillages will not enter the

stormwater system.
Ø All waste products to be removed from site and disposed of by licensed waste

contractors.
Ø All Dangerous Goods stored and used on-site should be managed in accordance

with the Storage and Handling of Dangerous Goods – Code of Practice and adhere
to the following site-specific controls:

Ø All chemicals are to have a Safety Data Sheet (SDS) (less than 5 years old) stored
both at a central location on-site and at the point of storage.

Environmental Spill Emergencies

To ensure environmental risk is minimised all Western Earthmoving personnel, sub-contractors
and consultants will, when working on the Project, operate under and in conformance this
CEMP. In the case of sub-contractors’ site-specific CEMP’s; all their personnel will manage
environmental procedures to the same standard as this document or better.

Soil and Water Management Plan

The Soil and Water Management Plan provides a basis for Soil and Water management
during the construction period of the Project. There are several steps and actions that are
followed by Western Earthmoving to manage and control Erosion and Sediment during the
project.

Prior to WEM site works commencing, all erosion and sediment control measures are to be
installed as shown in the approved construction plans, as well as any extra measures that
seem appropriate as deemed by WEM personnel, the Superintendent, or the Client. During
the works the maintenance and upkeep of the sediment control measures will be reviewed
by the site supervisors.
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Tree Removal and Flora Management Plan

WEM will follow mitigation measures that have been outlined in the DA Conditions of
Consent.

- Tree protection fencing to be erected in accordance with AS 4970-2009 Protection of
Trees on Development Sites, including “No Access” signage and shade cloth

- The “No Access” signage is to be installed on temporary fencing every 50m facing
into the Development Area

- Standard erosion and sediment control measures in place
- No building waste to be stored of/or stored near the tree trunk or drip zone
- All works within proximity to existing trees will comply with ANS4970 Protection of Trees

on Development Sites:
o All compound/stockpile, laydown, vehicle park up and amenities shall be

located in cleared areas and beyond the dripline of existing trees
o Prior to commencement of any works, the area required for site access will be

clearly demarcated to ensure that there is no damage to native vegetation
outside the development impact zone.

Fauna Management and Project Ecologist

WEM aim to minimise and mitigate against native animal welfare issues during the clearing of
vegetation and associated construction activities.

Vegetation Clearing

The extent of clearing works is to be clearly defined by the site manager and the project
surveyor. This will include toolbox meetings and distinct mark-outs of the site limits,
boundaries, exclusion zones and sensitive areas.

An Ecological induction for the tree clearing contractors will be undertaken by AEP prior to
works commencing on site.

Project Ecologist

Prior to any works commencing, a suitably qualified ecologist from AEP will be appointed to
the Project. The ecologist will be heavily involved throughout the clearing process and must
provide recommendations and reports confirming that these are being adhered to. AEP
ecologists are responsible for all clearing and management of fauna.

The involvement of the project ecologist must include at a minimum, the following:

1. Pre-Clearing Survey
- This will be undertaken daily, prior to the commencement of clearing. The pre-
clearing survey will be followed by a report containing the findings of the survey,
which will involve the following:

a. The identification of potential fauna habitat features such as decorticating
bark, hollows and nests

b. Searches for threatened flora listed under either the NSW Biodiversity
Conservation Act 2016 (BC Act 2016) and/or the Commonwealth Environment
protection Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act 1999) likely to occur within the
subject site
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2. Supervision and Consultation
- All clearing is to be undertaken in consultation with, and under the supervision of,
the project ecologist (AEP)

3. Clearance Supervision Report
- Following clearing, a Clearance Supervision Report will be issued by the ecologist.
This will detail the clearing methodologies adopted, including any sightings or
relocations of fauna that have been required.

White-bellied Sea Eagle Protection

Clearing must not cause disruption to any breeding pairs of White Bellied Sea Eagles (WBSE’s)
or known roost or nest trees utilised by this species, as per Condition 1.4 of the Biobanking
Statement. The white-bellied sea eagle is listed under the marine and migratory categories
which give it protected status under Australia's federal Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.

The following measures have been implemented to protect the White-bellied Sea Eagle and
must be followed.

- If the White-bellied Sea Eagle is seen, a register will be created and updated with any
possible sightings, and AEP are to be notified as regularly as they believe fit.

- Workers to be toolboxed on the Eagle during inductions, and they will understand the
requirements of the CEMP.

Fuel and Energy Usage

This Environmental Instruction is designed reduce the amount of energy used in our activities.
This will not only assist the environment by reducing greenhouse gases, but it will also save
money as well.

Electricity

- Switch off lights in rooms that are not used
- Use long-life globes that use less electricity
- If it is practical to carry out an activity in natural light, do so
- Electrical heaters use most of the electrical energy we use in our buildings. To reduce

this consumption, keep doors and windows closed and insulate the buildings

Fuel

- The largest amount of energy used by a construction contractor is in fuel
- Do not keep engines on when there is no need
- Keep all machinery properly serviced
- Use smaller machinery where practical
- Plan your routes and machinery use so that fuel use is minimised

Develop long term plans to use alternative environmentally friendly fuels such as bio-diesels
or hybrid diesel/electric engines

Waste Tracking and Resource Recovery

Wastage of material or our construction effort eg recompaction, results in unnecessary
disposal of materials, additional use of fuel and other resources with resultant negative
environmental and economic impacts.
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Control Measures

- Control quality of materials supplied to site to reduce rework and problems due to
quality;

- Order materials in appropriate quantities and sizes to reduce the amount of waste
and cost through unnecessary purchase;

- Investigate product substitution for recycled materials if the quality and cost is
comparable;

- Try to reduce the amount of packaging which arrives on site by requesting that the
supplier takes responsibility for packaging waste by providing take back options
and/or reducing the amount of unnecessary packaging;

- Where excess material is present on site assess re-use options on other sites or store for
future use. Developing and issuing a regularly updated asset register will identify what
materials are available in storage;

- Identify areas where cleaner production could be implemented. (ie. protection of
stormwater pits once installed to prevent the pits from having to be cleaned out prior
to handover;

- Reduce the amount of re-work by better supervision of own work eg, accuracy of
final asphalt levels, compaction of pavement);

- Minimise the damage to constructed works by others and possibly by our own
continuing work;

- Minimise loss of efforts due to weather; and
- Achieve specific results with minimal effort.

Waste Recycling

Where-ever possible materials that are removed from the site or from the actual construction
or demolition shall be assessed for:

- Use within the project;
- Use on other projects the company is involved in;
- Sale to other companies for their use; or
- Use by others to turn into useable materials.

The Manager is responsible for assessing the recycling possibilities within the Project
Management Plan prior to works commencing.

The opportunities are then passed onto the Site Manager and the client for approval if their
use is to be within the project.

Unexpected Finds

If potential soil contamination is identified during the works, the following procedures must be
implemented:

Ø The workers that encounter the potential contamination must stop work immediately
and notify their supervisor. The supervisor must then immediately notify Western
Earthmoving Site Manager.  Work must cease in this area until further assessed and
advice provided by a suitably qualified person (e.g. Environmental Consultant or
Occupational Hygienist).

Ø If the encountered contamination presents an immediate risk to human health or the
environment (e.g. ruptured oil drum or friable asbestos), controls must be immediately
implemented to isolate/barricade the area, contain and prevent further release of
the contaminant.  Workers initiating such controls must be suitably competent and
wearing suitable personal protective equipment (PPE), which should be stored onsite.
Chemical spill kits should also be stored on site.
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Ø Western Earthmoving is to immediately notify an Occupational
Hygienist/Environmental Consultant to undertake a preliminary assessment of the
potential contamination. Based on the findings of the preliminary assessment, further
sampling and investigation may be required.

Ø Once confirmed that a contamination risk has been identified, Western Earthmoving
is to verbally advise their client of the unexpected find.  Written notification should
follow, which will provide relevant information relating to any special
recommendations to site workers/employees, further sampling, investigation, and
remediation that may be required.

Ø If required, Western Earthmoving must notify any relevant regulatory authorities (e.g.
EPA, SafeWork NSW, etc.) of the contamination incident as soon as practical.

Ø Based on the findings of the preliminary assessment and any further investigations
undertaken, a remediation strategy or remediation action plan (RAP) may be
required to be prepared by the Environmental Consultant.

Ø If remediation is required, Western Earthmoving must notify their client and relevant
regulatory authorities (as required) of the planned commencement and completion
dates and details of the remediation strategy to be adopted. Any information/reports
relating to assessment, investigation or remediation of the unexpected
contamination must be included as part of this notification.

Ø Western Earthmoving have a responsibility to keep regulatory authorities updated
throughout the duration of any remediation works.  If validation testing/validation
programs are required on completion of the remediation works, a validation report
will be prepared by the Environmental Consultant. Copies of any validation results
and clearance reporting must be provided by Western Earthmoving to all relevant
parties and be appropriately filed on-site.

Ø The site has been signed off from any AHIP areas however it must be noted that there
is still at chance that any artefacts could be found on site so during excavation care
must be taken and workers are made aware that this is the case.

Ø If any AHIP areas are found the unexpected protocol must be followed by stopping
work and notifying the Site Engineer or Site Manager.
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3.3.  Sediment Erosion Plan
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4. Monitor and Review
4.1. Environmental Monitoring

The Site Engineer is responsible for the ongoing monitoring, site inspection and rectification
requirements nominated following any non-conformance with the CEMP that has been
identified. These informal inspections will be occurring daily, multiple times a day. The site
engineer is trained to easily notice any breaches of the CEMP. Photo records are also taken
daily on the site, of various activities.

The Project Manager will also conduct regular inspections to ensure ongoing compliance
with consent conditions and ensure that instructions for preventative and corrective action
have been adhered to.

The results of any site inspections or audits will be shared during Toolbox Talks, and any
actions will be addressed at these meetings. The reports will also be kept on site for ease of
reference. All registers are also stored on the WEM Sharepoint, to which any WEM Staff
member has access and can readily produce documentation upon request of the
Client/authorities.

Auditors should assess the implementation of the AEP documents (WBSE PoM, the WMS and
VFMP), which are all summarised in a Powerpoint Presentation during the induction.

4.2. Environmental Auditing

The WHS manager is responsible for conducting internal environmental audits on a 6-monthly
basis. The environmental performance of the site as ascertained by these audits will be
reported back to company management and be freely available to the client upon request.

Similarly, to environmental inspections, results of any audits conducted will be kept in the site
shed and on SharePoint. A Toolbox Talk will be held to address any non-conformances or
breaches of the CEMP.

4.3. Corrective Action

Depending on the nature and severity of the breach, works may be stopped immediately
and will no recommence until the issue has been addressed. A toolbox talk will be
conducted to inform all workers on site.

Following any environmental incidents or corrective actions, the CEMP will be reviewed and
amended as appropriate to encompass similar action request in future.
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Appendix A – Environmental Policy
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

Western Earthmoving (WEM) is aware of the obligation to include and implement Environmental
Management systems in all areas of our Civil Engineering works.  As a modern-day contractor, WEM
acknowledges the adoption of minimum standards is not acceptable practice.  To satisfy legal, as well
as moral and social standards we must strive for best practice in all our operations.

To achieve best practice in Environmental matters, WEM will undertake an ongoing training strategy for
all levels of staff involved in the implementation of our environmental programs.

Due to the dynamic and changing nature of any Civil Engineering works, WEM are aware of the need
to & commit to constantly monitor our Environmental Control Systems, allowing for ongoing
maintenance and improvement of the measures where possible.

All WEM Site Managers are equipped with Emergency Environmental Kits consisting of implements used
to control hazardous spills, as well as other tools to assist in managing our Environmental systems.

Apart from Environmental awareness, other measures such as Silt Fencing and Sediment Basins are the
most important safeguards, we must manage our Environmental works correctly.  The maintenance of
such Safeguards is of the utmost importance, and regular checks on these measures are a policy on all
WEM sites.

Should an incident occur, all Site Managers have access to the appropriate documents which they
must complete immediately, which includes accident assessment form which they must complete.  This
is done to ensure that events are recorded accurately, and that we can continue to improve our
standards.

WEM is committed to identify and manage all on-site Environmental issues to reduce occurrences and
minimise the impact on the Environment caused from our activities.  Our goal is to reduce waste and
recycle as much as possible, to reach our annual targets and objectives which will be reviewed and set
annually.

This Environmental and Project Management Plan was written in accordance with the following New
South Wales Government Legislation:

o Environmental Planning and Assessment Act (EP&A Act) (1979)

o Protection of the Environment Operations Act (1997)

o Protection of the Environment Operations Amendment Act (2005)

o Waste avoidance and Resource Recovery Act (2001)

o Water Management Act (2000)

o AS/NZS ISO 14001:2004 Environmental Management Systems

The Department of Housing: Managing Stormwater: Soils and Construction, Volume 1 (The Blue Book),
2004 was utilised as a guide for managing the regulations within the above acts.

This policy, along with our Environmental Management system will be reviewed at least annually as part
of our continuing management review process.

Graham Ragg
Managing Director
Western Earthmoving Pty Ltd

10th January 2019
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Appendix B – Environmental Risk Assessment
Traffic and Pedestrian Management & Access

Aspect Impact Risk Rating Management Strategies and Control Monitoring and
Reporting
Requirements

Target Responsibility Residual
Risk Rating

Site
Planning
and
Activity

Poor planning of
traffic and
pedestrian impacts
resulting in severe
impacts to traffic
flows and risk to
pedestrians

4- Medium
Risk

· Liaise with Council around staging of
works and impacts to roads and
footpaths that are Council assets.

· Provision of adequate public
notification during and on the lead
up to changes to parking,
pedestrian access and/or traffic
conditions including vehicle
movements and anticipated effects
on local road network relating to site
works. (Refer Appendix E)

· During anticipated high vehicle
movements and/or temporary
closure or partial closure of
roadways or pedestrian footpaths
engage adequate traffic controls to
ensure safety of drivers, cyclists and
pedestrians and minimise impacts to
traffic flows in the surrounding area.

· Letterbox drops
· Notice to client on impending works
· Vehicle Management plan to be

placed in the site shed, helping
manage works around the jobsite

· Site specific induction
· Place site shed near entrance to

keep eye on unexpected visitors
· Place site security fencing around

project
· Implement signage and

appropriate fencing around
contamination works

Road and footpath
opening permits
and traffic from
Council and traffic
management
plans as required

Nil infringement
notices and
timely response to
all complaints.
Compliance with
all Council
requirements
relating to traffic
and pedestrian
management

Project
Manager,
Site Manager
and Site
Engineer

6 – Low Risk
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· Ensure all traffic enters and leaves
site via designated entry and exit
points. Western Earthmoving is to
prepare and maintain a
Construction Vehicle Movement
Plan for the project. This will show
the accepted movement routes to
and from the site, will show the entry
and exit points and document any
site rules pertaining to vehicle
movements onsite(such as speed
limits). This document will be
supplied to all contractors for
dissemination to supply companies.
(Refer Appendix E)

Cut to Fill
Tracks (in
clean
zones)

4- Medium
Risk

· Develop allocated location for Haul
Routes

· Place track locations away from
known contaminated areas

· Strip topsoil along track and have
the subgrade inspection for any
UEF’s.  Procedure to be enforce if
UEF is found

· Do not use clean tracks for any
contamination or remediation works

· Vehicle Management plan to be
placed in the site shed, helping
manage works around the jobsite

· Site specific induction
· Enforcing speed limits, determined

each morning during prestart risk
assessment

- Weekly inspection
by Environmental
Consultant
- Tracking of
material
- Site inspections by
Super and Client

No broken
fencing, no non
conformances,
no incidents, no
further
contamination

Project
Manager,
Site Manager
and Site
Engineer

6 – Low Risk
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Construction Noise and Vibration Management

Aspect Impact Risk
Rating

Management Strategies and Control Monitoring
and
Reporting
Requirements

Target Responsibility Residual Risk
Rating

Site Activity Noise and
vibration

due to demolition,
earthworks and
construction
activities

3-
Medium
Risk

· All staff and workforce are to undertake
an induction which will include
information on the allowed hours of
works and operation of plant,
equipment and vehicle movement
likely to generate noise and vibration.

Induction
training
records

Nil infringement
 notices and
timely response
to all complaints

Project
Manager,
Site Manager
and
Site Engineer

5 – Low Risk

Excessive
Construction
traffic

Noise
complaints from
construction
vehicle
movement

3-
Medium
Risk

· Ensure all traffic enters and leaves site
via designated entry and exit points.
Western Earthmoving is to prepare and
maintain a Construction Vehicle
Movement Plan for the project. This will
show the accepted movement routes
to and from the site, will show the entry
and exit points and document any site
rules pertaining to vehicle movements
onsite(such as speed limits). This
document will be supplied to all
contractors for dissemination to supply
companies.

· Provision of adequate public
notification during and on the lead up
to changes to parking, pedestrian
access and/or traffic conditions
including vehicle movements and
anticipated effects on local road
network relating to site works. (Refer
Appendix E)

Site
inspection
and constant
monitoring

Nil infringement
notices and
timely response
to all complaints

Project
Manager
Site Manager
and
Site Engineer

5 – Low Risk
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Earthworks  Noise and
Vibration

3 -
Medium
Risk

· Constant monitoring of various activities
will take place and where necessary
noise or vibration monitoring equipment
may be used if verification of levels
outside the site is required.

· Dilapidation report made up prior to
commencement of works to note any
shifts or movements due to vibrations
during construction period

· Works to be conducted during the
approved hours in the DA consent

· Machines used are to be unaltered to
maintain same noise range as per
manufacturers standards

Site
inspection
and constant
monitoring

Site Manager
and
Site Engineer

5 – Low Risk

Contamination

Aspect Impact Risk
Rating

Management Strategies and Control Monitoring and
Reporting
Requirements

Target Responsibility Residual Risk
Rating

Site
Establishment

Exposure of
contaminated
soil and
accidentally
spreading the
contamination
through clean
areas

Incorrect
tracking
procedures
adopted that
don’t adhere to
enviro consultant
requirements

4-
Medium
Risk

· A Site Specific procedure for the
Handling of Unexpected/ Unidentified
Materials is to be formulated and
communicated at the Site Induction
by the Site Manager or Site Engineer.

· Develop Site induction to include RAP
information, approved CEMP
procedures and UEF protocols

· Fence off known contaminated zones
from Bulk Earthworks (Adhering to
CEMP)

· Adhere to CEMP during works
· Have CEMP approved by the Client

and Environmental consultant prior to
commencement of works

· Following removal and disposal of
contaminated materials/soil and
hazardous substances the respective
consultants are to attend the area of
removal, inspect and if materials have

Ongoing
monitoring
during
excavation
and
implementation
of UFP where
required by an
external
authority

Comply with
current
legislation.
Nil fines/ non-
conformances
from
statutory
bodies.

Site Manager
and
Site Engineer

6 – Low Risk
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been removed to their satisfaction
issue relevant clearances

· Receipts / certificates and proof of
disposal must be supplied for all
contaminated materials removed from
site.

· All materials (contaminated or
otherwise) are to be classified in
accordance with the NSW DECCW
2014 Waste Classification Guidelines –
Part 1: Classifying Waste.

· Track material movements onsite
· Delineate remediation zones from rest

of jobsite
· Request or RFI additional information

from Environmental Consultant to assist
in identification of hot spots and areas
of concern

· Materials such as fencing, signage, PPE
and alike are to be stored within site
shed prior to works commencing

Earthworks Exposure of
Hazardous
Substances
(PAH, Metals,
Nutrients, Lead
etc) and soils,
including
accidentally
spreading the
contamination
through clean
areas

Fail validation
with lack of
material tracking
register and
dockets

3-
Medium
Risk

· Ensure the Consultant undertakes
Hazardous Substances report prior to
commencement of works. Materials
identified must form the basis for a
Hazardous Substances Plan for the
project and is to be prepared by the
Site Manager.

· A Site-Specific procedure for the
Handling of Unexpected/ Unidentified
Materials is to be formulated and
communicated during the Site
Induction by the QS&E Manager as
issued in the CEMP.

· Adhere to CEMP during works
· Have CEMP approved by the Client

and Environmental consultant prior to
commencement of works

· All removal of Hazardous Substances
are to occur as per the guidelines set

Relevant
hazmat
reports and
clearance
reports
following
demolition

No exposure
of persons or
the
environment
to Haz. Subs

Project
Manager
and Site
Manager
and
Site Engineer

5 – Low Risk
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down in the NSW Regulations and the
NOSCH Code of Practice.

· Delineate BEW from Remediation
Works both physically (fencing) and
planned (Vehicle Management plan,
morning prestart etc.)

· For Temporary stockpiling works, have
plan developed showing location of
piles (namely precinct 3)

· Use separate machinery for BEW and
Remediation works

· Use separate haul routes for BEW and
Remediation works

· Install plastic under haul roads where
necessary to keep base sandstone
material clean and usable in fall after
completion of works

· Invite environmental consultant on site
weekly and provide evidence of
management strategies

· Request feedback from environmental
consultant and Asbestos Supervisor on
work practices and possible room for
improvement.

· Track material movements onsite
· Request or RFI additional information

from Environmental Consultant to assist
in identification of hot spots and areas
of concern

· Unexpected Finds procedure to be
taught during the site induction and
remains clear on the wall
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Importation
of material

Illegal dumping
from off-site

3-
Medium
Risk

· Gate keeper on site at all times and
they will have a list of all approved
vehicle registrations coming from an
approved site

· Approved sites have all VENM
certificates assessed and marked off
prior to tipping on site

· Gates will be locked when no works
are going on to avoid illegal dumping

· Gate keeper will provide access to
approved trucks to site via radio
communication

· Delineate remediation zones from
clean BEW

· Trucks to be guided through the
project via UHF

· WEM to provide suitably experienced
operators and guidance for supply
trucks

· Vehicle management plan updated
regularly to educate site team
regarding entry, filling and exit points

· Set signage as per approved TCP on
the frontage

· Install signage through the project to
assist truck deliveries

· Have breakout secondary fill zones
ready for filling if primary zone is too
crowded

· Haul roads will be assessed each
morning with a morning risk
assessment.

· Speed limits and restrictions set out
each morning depending on
environmental and external factors
(wind, weather, condition of haul
track, distance of haul etc)

List of
approved sites
and truck
registrations via
tip dockets
recorded by
the Gate
Keeper

Eliminate illegal
dumping

Project
Manager,
Site Manager
and Site
Engineer

5 – Low Risk
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Asbestos
Hand Picking

Exposure to
contaminates/
potential to
pollute
surrounding
areas

3-
Medium
Risk

· Use Suitably qualified hand pickers to
complete works

· Provide relevant supervision
· Wear appropriate PPE (Masks,

Coveralls, Eye Protection, Gloves etc.)
· Have remediation zone delineated

from the rest of the Bulk Earthworks
project

· Adhere to Environmental consultant
and Asbestos Supervisor instructions in
regards to safety of workers and public

· Have machine performing material
spreading, approximately 100mm
thick, to assist pickers in finding ACMs

· Once assessed, stockpile material for
testing and validation

· Validated stockpiles are to be
removed from the remediation zone

· Material in and out is to be tracked
and provided for site validation

· Air monitoring to be installed by
Asbestos Assessor (EHOC) or Asbestos
Supervisor (Beasy will liaise with EHOC)
to confirm air born materials aren’t
escaping the confines of the
remediation zone

· Use of appropriate vehicle
management in and out of the
remediation zone, including
decontamination of plant and
equipment

· Remediation zone must be completely
validated before becoming open to
Bulk Earthworks (Cut or Fill)

· Adhere to all RAP and CEMP
procedures

· Specialised induction and SWMS
review prior to the commencement of
works

An asbestos
removal
register will be
kept on site
with any air
monitoring
results.

Comply with
current legislation

Site Engineer 5 – Low Risk
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· Signage to be installed around
remediation zone

· Remediation zone to be identified in
Vehicle Management plan, and
toolboxed each morning for
everyone’s awareness

Erosion and Sediment Control Management

Aspect Impact Risk
Rating

Management Strategies and Control Monitoring and
Reporting
Requirements

Target Responsibility Residual  Risk
Rating

Site
Establishment

Site debris in
stormwater
drains
and potential
discharge to
surrounding
streets. Spread
of weeds /
pesticides
General noise
and
dust /
disturbance
to the local
community
Movement of
construction
traffic
in and out of
the
construction
site

4-Medium
Risk

· Western Earthmoving to implement a site-
specific erosion and sediment controls
plan in accordance with the Blue Book –
Managing Urban Stormwater: Soils and
Construction Guidelines

· Provide and maintain stormwater and
erosion controls in accordance with the
Erosion and Sediment Control Plan.
Implement controls prior to the
commencement of construction and
update accordingly as relevant to
activities and observations during the
construction phase.

· Controls are to be inspected by prior
certifier prior to commencement of BEW

Site inspection
Minimum of
weekly
review, cleaning
and
repair of the
system.

Nil debris from
construction
activities in the
stormwater
system and on
surrounding
streets.

Project
Manager, Site
Manager and
Site
Engineer

6 – Low Risk
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Earthworks Exposure of soil
causing air
pollution
and
stormwater
pollution

4-Medium
Risk

· Excavation to occur in line with
requirements of this plan.

· All works to occur keeping in mind
minimization of potential for run off into
stormwater system and only when all
protective systems are in place around
stormwater inlets.

· Dust control systems to be installed as
required.

· Controls are to be inspected on a weekly
basis by WEM Leading hand or engineer.
Any damage is to be mended and
registered in our control improvements
register

· Sediment Basins as per approved plans
are to be installed as soon as possible,
including flow routes to manage
overland flow into these locations

Site Inspection Nil run off direct
into stormwater
system. No
complaints
from neighbours/
stakeholders
regarding dust
emissions from the
works.

Project
Manager, Site
Manager and
Site
Engineer and
contractor

5 – Low Risk

Earthworks Transporting
Excavated
materials off-
site

4-Medium
Risk

· All trucks to be covered prior to exiting
the site.

· Tyre cleaning systems to be utilized. These
could include retention of the concrete
driveways onsite and the installation of
cattlegrid wheel shakers at the exit.
Roadways onsite will need to be
constantly cleaned to ensure they do not
cause material to be driven out onto the
public roads.

Site Inspection Nil material
 released into
Stormwater
system as a result
of trucks leaving
the site.
Nil infringement
notices

Project
Manager, Site
Manager and
Site
Engineer and
contractor

6 – Low Risk

Exceptional
storm
events

Damage/
Overloading of
Sediment
Control
Systems

4-Medium
Risk

· Constant checking of installed systems.
· Monitoring of weather forecasts and an

Emergency Plan in   place that considers
such events.

· In exceptional storm events Sediment
Control Systems may require extra
equipment/ strengthening. Spare
equipment will be required onsite.

· Inspection to be completed after a
heavy event to complete any
rectification immediately.  These are to
be recorded in WEM’s control tracker.

Site inspection.

PRM to
document
Emergency
Management
Plan.

Sediment Control
Systems in place
and operational at
all times.

Site
Manager and
Site
Engineer and
contractor

5 – Low Risk
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Stockpiling
(non-
impacted
stockpiles)
Note: For
impacted
stockpiles refer
to
contamination
section

Stockpile run
off into
Stormwater
System
and dust
blowing off
them.

4-Medium
Risk

· Minimise stockpiling.
· Any stockpiling required is to occur on flat

ground without natural run off into
Stormwater system.

· Topsoil stockpiles are to be placed within
the centre of project pads, delineated by
roadways

· Topsoil stockpiles are to be shaped,
watered in and compacted prior to
leaving

· Any stockpiles are to be assessed for the
need to be sprayed with a mist of water
to prevent dust emission.

· Stockpiled to be assessed during weekly
Sediment and Erosion control check.  Any
improvements are to be registered and
fixed as soon as practically possible

· If run-off from stockpiles cannot be
managed within the pad of bulk
earthworks, piles are to be treated with
polymer film, plastic, sediment fence or
spread.

· Clay stockpiles are to be minimised by
opening up fill zone in precinct 2 as soon
as possible.  This negates the need for
them, only remediation stockpiles and
topsoil would be necessary

· Adhere to the CEMP

Site inspection
and
constant
monitoring

No materials from
stockpiles
affecting the
Stormwater
System.
No complaints
from neighbours/
stakeholders
regarding dust
emissions from
any stockpiles
required onsite.

Project
Manager, Site
Manager and
Site
Engineer and
contractor

6 – Low Risk

Water Quality Management

Aspect Impact Risk
Rating

Management Strategies and Control Monitoring and
Reporting
Requirements

Target Responsibility Residual  Risk
Rating
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Site
Establishment

Potential
debris and
pollutants in
stormwater
system

3-
Medium
Risk

· Provide and maintain stormwater and
erosion controls in accordance with
the Erosion and Sediment Control Plan.
Implement controls prior to the
commencement of construction and
update accordingly as relevant to
activities and observations during the
construction phase.

Site inspection
Minimum of
weekly
review, cleaning
and
repair of the
system

Nil pollutants from
construction
activities
in the stormwater
system.

Project
Manager,
Site Manager
and
Site Engineer

6 – Low Risk

Contaminated
Water from
existing basins
within the
project

Contamination
of project and
local
waterways
(Lead,
Ammonia, E-
coli)

3-
Medium
Risk

· Water to be pumped out and spread
over the project in thin sheeting,
allowing UV to kill and break down E-
coli and nutrient contamination.  Aim
is to spread water as irrigation and
dust suppression/compaction without
any water flowing through the job.

· WEM to inspect water flow out from
watercart and identify optimal speeds
and flow rates (each truck is different

· As completion of water pump out,
have basins validated by
environmental consultant

· Inspect dam walls for UEF’s prior to
incorporating into the Bulk Earthworks
(some walls already identified as
contaminated)

· Nominated watercarts are to be used
for the spreading of water

Weekly site
inspections,
initial assessment
of truck flow
rates and
speeds,
validation
certificate at
completion of
pump out,
weekly
inspections by
environmental
consultant

Nil pollutants from
construction
activities
in the stormwater
system.

Project
Manager,
Site Manager
and
Site Engineer

5 – Low Risk

Earthworks Exposure of
soil and
resulting run
off into
stormwater
system

Build up of
groundwater
during storm
events and
rain.

3-
Medium
Risk

· Provide and maintain silt traps and
other requirements in accordance
with the Erosion and Sediment Control
Plan. Ensure systems are in place to
divert run off into a central settlement
pond and then ensure turbidity checks
occur and are documented prior to
any release/ pumping offsite.

· A system for monitoring weather
predictions needs to be put in place
especially at times the site is not open
and when heavy rain is predicted a
method of monitoring and

Site inspection
Minimum of
weekly
review, cleaning
and
repair of the
system.

Nil turbid water
released into
Stormwater
system

Site Manager
and
Site Engineer

5 – Low Risk
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maintaining stormwater control needs
to be put in place

Traffic Onsite Release of
debris and
excavation
materials into
drains

3-
Medium
Risk

· Ensure all construction zones and
roads are maintained and cleaned to
prevent debris and excavation
material from entering stormwater
drains.

· Maintain haul tracks using graders and
watercarts

· Incorporate the use of additional
tracks when required

· Manage traffic volumes using Vehicle
Management plan

· Adopt ‘minimal truck waiting times’
when loading cut to fill to get
optimum efficiently and smallest
amount of trucks needed to complete
works

· WEM operators to manage continually
throughout the day, notifying the site
manager or engineer if any issues are
identified

· Cancel import trucks if site is too
congested

· Allocate old golf course track as a
Heavy Vehicle entry route, allowing
250m stretch of paved area to wait
and clean drawbar

· WEM to monitor sealed entry/exit track
for Heavy vehicles, performing

Ongoing
inspection of
areas. Minimum
of daily review
of roadways.
Where mud or
debris is
being overly
tracked onto
roadways
consider
employing a
street sweeper
to clean the
roadways

Nil debris in
stormwater drains
and
on roadways

Project
Manager,
Site Manager
and
Site Engineer
and
contractor

6 – Low Risk
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periodic cleaning when required
(using vacuum or street sweeper)

Pouring of
concrete

Concrete in
stormwater
drains

3-
Medium
Risk

· Excess concrete to be poured and
stockpiled in nominated area for
control and later removal, as identified
in sediment erosion control plan.

· Precast stormwater pits, pipes and
culverts to be maximised to limit
concreting works

Daily set up
inspections by
the contractor
Constant
monitoring

Nil concrete entry
into
stormwater
drainage
system

Site Manager
and Site
Engineer and
contractor

6 – Low Risk

Refuelling/
servicing plant
on site

Diesel, petrol
oil may enter
stormwater
system

3-
Medium
Risk

· Ensure all refuelling on site is by Mini
Tankers and spill kits are available.

· Ensure erosion and sediment controls
are in place around stormwater drains

· Any fuel diesel or oil is bunded in
allocated area.

· All fuelling in nominated area as
prescribed in sediment control erosion
plan

· All servicing of equipment to occur in
areas where spillages will not enter the
stormwater system.

· All waste products to be removed
from site and disposed of by licensed
collection contractors.

· Plant to be parked as per allocated
zone each night to allow safe access
and egress for refueller

Weekly site
inspections,
Vehicle
Management
plan,

Nil Diesel, petrol,
oil to
enter the
stormwater
system

Project
Manager,
Site Manager
and
Site Engineer
and
contractor

6 – Low Risk

Chemical use
onsite

Chemical spill
into
stormwater
system or
sewer

5-Low
Risk

· Ensure all liquid chemicals are stored in
nominated location on-site including
oil, form oil, hydraulic fluid, diesel,
paints and waterproofing material.

· All chemicals are to have an SDS (less
than 5 years old) stored both at a
central location on-site and also at the
point of storage.

· Chemicals to be minimised onsite but
using WEM Maintenance trucks, fitted

Weekly site
inspections,
plant checklists,
plant
maintenance
records, Vehicle
Management
plan

Nil chemical
discharge
to the stormwater
system or to the
sewer

Project
Manager,
Site Manager
and
Site Engineer
& Contractor

6 – Low Risk
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with internal chemical tanks for each
storage and loading of oils in plant

· Maintenance to be completed in the
nominated plant parking zone
(protect workers and possible
contamination)

· Plant parking area to be inspected
regularly for possible fuel/oil leaks

· Plant to be maintained as per log
book

· Plant to be inspected daily as part of
prestart

Overland
water flow

Water
overflow
escapes the
jobsite,
contaminating
local overflow
and streams

3-
Medium
Risk

· Install basins as per Bulk/civil plans
· Perform a survey conformance that

basin is correctly installed and has
appropriate catchment volume

· Emergency overflow to be installed for
high volume rain events, controlled
with Geofabric, sediment controls and
Rip Rap

· Once basins reach 80% capacity, they
are to be either pumped out/spread
across the job as dust suppression

· Sediment and Erosion Controls to be
installed and inspected prior to
commencement of bulk earthworks

· Temporary water diversions are to be
installed during Bulk works to guide
overland water towards catchment
zones and basins

Weekly site
inspections,
sediment and
erosion control
plans

Capture water
within jobsite using
basins, full
capacity before
water leaves site

No overflow water
escapes project
into external
waterways

Project
Manager,
Site Manager
and
Site Engineer
& Contractor

5 – Low Risk

Air Quality and Dust Management

Aspect Impact Risk
Rating

Management Strategies and Control Monitoring and
Reporting
Requirements

Target Responsibility Residual Risk
Rating
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Demolition
and
Excavation

Dust from works
being emitted
from the site

4-
Medium

· Use wet down processes during the
demolition of concrete structures using
watercarts.

· Monitor activities for excessive dust
creation

· Monitor and wet down roadways if
vehicle movement is leading to dust
creation.

· When dust control does not appear to
be working, cease activities and have
suitable dust suppression measures in
place. If dust is found to be a problem
from the works, then Dust Monitoring
may need to occur.

· Limit works during high winds

Weekly site
inspection

Nil complaints
From construction
activities causing
dust to be emitted
from site.

Project
Manager,
Site
Manager
and Site
Engineer and
contractor

6 – Low Risk

General
Plant use
and
equipment

Air pollution
from use of
petrol
and/or diesel
engines

3-
Medium
Risk

· All plant and equipment is to be
maintained and to have service
history documentation for the last 12
months

· Equipment that causes black smoke to
be emitted is to be checked to ensure
service has been occurring.

Daily site
inspection

No complaints
from construction
machinery
causing
pollution that
affects a person
or
the environment.

Project
Manager,
Site
Manager
and Site
Engineer and
contractor

5 – Low Risk

General
Plant use
and
equipment

Trucks exiting site
taking dust
offsite

3-
Medium
Risk

· All trucks are to cover their loads prior
to exiting the site.

· Tyre cleaning systems to be utilized.
These could include cleaning tyres
prior to leaving site.

· When excessive mud, dust and debris
is observed on public roadways
accessed by site vehicles a Road
Sweeper Contractor will be engaged
for cleaning of local roads as required.

Daily site
inspection

No complaints
from vehicles
causing pollution
that affects a
person or the
environment.

Project
Manager,
Site
Manager
and Site
Engineer and
contractor

6 – Low Risk

Construction Dust blowing off
construction
areas – I.e.
Concrete
structures

5-Low
risk

· Ensure good housekeeping is
maintained

· Consider the use of a street sweeper
at entry/exit point.

Daily site
inspection

No complaints
from neighbours/
stakeholders
regarding dust
emissions from
site.

Project
Manager,
Site
Manager
and Site
Engineer and
contractor

6 – Low Risk
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Waste Management

Aspect Impact Risk
Rating

Management Strategies and Control Monitoring and
Reporting
Requirements

Target Responsibility Residual Risk
Rating

Design
phase and
contract
phase

Design out
waste

6-Low
Risk

· Use construction materials that can
be recycled or use recycled materials
in their production when applicable
and approved.

· Require subcontractors to minimise
packaging and set up an area to
return packaging to the suppliers.

· Oversupplied materials to be
removed from site at the conclusion
on construction period.

Review
documents to
identify waste
minimisation.
Include waste
reduction
requirements in
subcontractors’
contract
clauses to
minimise Waste.
Site engineer to
monitor waste
generation
levels and waste
budget.

Minimise
majority of
timber crates,
reels
and pallets
returned
to suppliers
through
contract clause

Project
Manager, Site
Manager and
Site Engineer

6 – Low Risk

Excavation Odours
generated from
works

5- Low
risk

· Employ suppressants
· Limit exposure of odorous soils to the

elements
· Cover loads during transportation

around site

Review
documents to
identify waste
minimisation.

Minimise
personnel in
odorous areas

Site
Manager and
Site Engineer

6 – Low Risk

Material
Export

Material
wastage; and
cross
contamination
of any
contaminated or
sensitive
materials

4 -
Medium

· Plan activities and deliveries on site
that will optimise productivity and
minimise material wastage

· Reuse materials on site, or on an
alternate site nearby

· Avoid the double handing of any
material where possible

Waste tracking
register must be
kept on site and
regularly
updated.

Reuse materials
on site as much
as practicable,
and secondarily
reuse materials
on other sites or
locations.

Site Manager
and Site
Engineer

6 – Low Risk
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· Ensure that hazardous or sensitive
materials are loaded, stored, and
transported separately

Ensure that any
materials
leaving site are
done so in a
safe and
controlled
manner

Vegetation, Flora and Weed Management

Aspect Impact Risk
Rating

Management Strategies and Control Monitoring and
Reporting
Requirements

Target Responsibility Residual Risk
Rating

Clearing and
Stripping

Cross
contamination
and spread of
weeds widely
distributed in the
region and
some areas of
the state

3-
Medium
Risk

· Strip and process weeds separate
from native vegetation;

· Use a watercart whilst mulching, and
silt fencing to contain run-off;

· Remove and dispose of in a licenced
facility;

· Qualified ecologist to oversee works
and provide clearance following
completion

Regular
monitoring will
allow
reinfestation to
be identified
early. Photo-site
will be
established
whereby photos
will be taken
intermittently at
the same

Minimise to the
spread so that
priority assets
are protected;
and

Minimise the
biosecurity risk
posed by
these weeds
as far as

Site
Manager and
Site Engineer

6 – Low Risk
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locations, to
track any
changes over
time.

reasonably
practicable

Site
Maintenance

Loss of control
over managed
weed species

4-
Medium
Risk

· Support the growth of native
vegetation in revegetation areas;

· Ensure no cross contamination or
spread of weeds during construction
activities;

· Consult qualified ecologist where
necessary

Regular
monitoring will
allow
reinfestation to
be identified
early. Photo-site
will be
established
whereby photos
will be taken
intermittently at
the same
locations, to
track any
changes over
time.

Minimise to the
spread so that
priority assets
are protected;
and

Minimise the
biosecurity risk
posed by
these weeds
as far as
reasonably
practicable

Site
Manager and
Site Engineer

6 – Low Risk

Clearing and
Stripping

Removal of
native species

3-
Medium
Risk

· Obtain an ecologist report and
adhere to any recommendations (i.e.
habitat offset required or tree
revegetation)

· Restrict clearing to the minimum area
required

· Revegetate and rehabilitate the area
following construction

Clearing of
vegetation shall
be monitored
and recorded

Minimise
disruption of
natural habitat

Site
Manager and
Site Engineer

6 – Low Risk
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Construction
Activities

Endangered
vegetation
communities

3-
Medium
Risk

· Trees to be protected by fencing
these areas off with appropriate
chainwire fencing and signage

· No clearing in these areas
· Plant operators to be aware of

protected trees and use a spotter
when working near or around these
areas

Clearing of
vegetation to
be monitored
and recorded

Protect
endangered
flora species
and
vegetation
communities

Site Manager,
Site Engineer

6-Low Risk

Fauna Management

Aspect Impact Risk
Rating

Management Strategies and Control Monitoring and
Reporting
Requirements

Target Responsibility Residual Risk
Rating

Site Clearing Accidental
death or injury

2-High
Risk

· AEP to supervise all clearing of
native vegetation in the
development

· Soft felling procedures are to be
enacted (knocking on the barrel of
habitat tree to provide further
warning to any remaining
inhabitants

· All site personnel to be informed in
their induction of the site
requirements and responsibilities
under the WBSE PoM, WMS and
VFMP.

Qualified
ecologist to
provide
reporting at all
various stages of
clearing

Minimise and
mitigate against
native animal
welfare issues
during clearing
of vegetation
and associated
construction
activities

Site Manager
and Site
Engineer

5 – Low Risk

Site Clearing Degradation
and Loss of
Habitat

2-High
Risk

· Surveyor to clearly mark out the site
limits, boundaries, and exclusion
zones to clearly define the define
the vegetation clearing extents

· Clearing to commence on most
distant vegetation to allow any
inhabitants to disperse into
surrounding bush areas

· Hollows to be placed in nearby
remaining bushland, along with nest
boxes, to supplement habitat

WEM’s
‘Environmental
Breach Register’
is to be used to
record any
breaches of the
management
strategy

Minimise and
mitigate against
native animal
welfare issues
during clearing
of vegetation
and associated
construction
activities

Site Manager,
Surveyor and
Site Engineer

5 – Low Risk
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· All site personnel to be informed in
their induction of the site
requirements and responsibilities
under the WBSE PoM, WMS and
VFMP.

WBSE nest
sighting

Habitat
Damage

3 –
Medium
Risk

· WBSE awareness and protection to
be toolboxed and included in
induction process.

· Keeping register of WBSE sightings
on site

· Request sign off and approval from
site ecologist

Update register Zero incidences
of habitat
damage

Site Manager 4
Medium
Risk

Chemical Management

Aspect Impact Risk
Rating

Management Strategies and Control Monitoring and
Reporting
Requirements

Target Responsibility Residual Risk
Rating

Site Planning Potential spills
causing soil
and
water
pollution

4-
Medium
Risk

· A Register for Safety Data Sheets will
be developed which includes
information on the material and on
cleaning up spills.

· A system for the reporting of spills
and response will be part of the
CEMP.

· Spill kits are to be purchased and
maintained by Western Earthmoving
and contractors are to have their
own kits as well.

Monitor reports
of any
spills and action
appropriately.

Nil spills affecting
stormwater
system or the
environment.

Site Manager
and Site
Engineer

6 – Low Risk

Demolition/
Excavation

Diesel/Oil Spill 2-High
Risk

· Fuel to be minimised on site
· Fuel to be stored in nominated

location if required.
· Re fuelling will generally be

undertaken by mini tankers in
preference to storing bulk fuel onsite.
The refuelling trucks are to have

Contractor
Audits
Emergency
Procedure
Weekly
Inspections

Nil spills affecting
stormwater
system or the
environment.

Site Manager
and Site
Engineer and
contractor

5 – Low Risk
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emergency spill kits with them whilst
refuelling is being carried out

Storage of
Hazardous
Chemicals, i.e.
� Formwork Oil
� Paint
�Waterproofing

Potential spills
causing soil
and
water
pollution

2-High
Risk

· All chemicals to be store
appropriately. If in liquid form bunds
with a capacity of 110% of the
volume will be required.  The bund is
to be kept locked at all time and an
SDS folder / register for every item
win the Hazmat container

Site inspections Nil spills affecting
 stormwater
system or the
environment.

Project
Manager, Site
Manager and
Site Engineer
and contractor

6 – Low Risk

Concreting Concreting
and/or
pumping
residue
causing soil
and
water
pollution

2-High
Risk

· No concrete truck washout will be
deposited into stormwater or sewer.

· All concrete residues will be disposed
of correctly into purpose built holding
drums for settling or in plastic lined
trays/bins.

· Excess concrete to be poured and
stockpiled in nominated location for
later removal, as identified in
Sediment Erosion Control Plan

Erosion and
sediment
control plans
� Blue book
guidelines
� Inspection by
Engineer / site
manager

Nil general wash
up activities
effecting
Stormwater
and/or sewer
system or the
environment.

Project
Manager, Site
Manager and
Site Engineer
and contractor

6 – Low Risk
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Appendix C – Emergency Spill Flowchart
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Appendix D – Waste Management Plan
Waste Management Plan

All waste on site will be disposed of by licenced waste disposal and recycling
organisations as needed throughout the period of construction.

Materials
Generated On-Site

Destination

Reuse and Recycling Disposal

On-Site (proposed
reuse/recycling

method)

Off-Site
(Contractor/Recycling

outlet)

Contractor /
Disposal Site

Green waste (from
clearing)

Green waste will be
chipped /mulched
for use on site if

required or left on-
site for use as
habitat piles.

Contractor may take
piles of chipped/mulch

to a recycling facility

-

Excavated
material

It is intended that
any fill will be

reused on site.

Remaining excavated
topsoil (to be

confirmed, if any) will
be temporarily

stockpiled for reuse
on-site or exported to

a nearby site

-

Topsoil Stockpiled on site
for reuse in site

rehabilitation and
landscaping

Remaining excavated
topsoil (to be

confirmed, if any) will
be temporarily

stockpiled for reuse
on-site or exported to

a nearby site

-

Timber pallets To be collected by
supplier as required

(e.g. monthly)

-

Timber- other Ordered to suit –
offcuts reused on
site i.e. formwork

Suitable pieces will be
taken to the nearest

recycling contractor as
required (e.g.

monthly)

Only pieces not
suitable for

recycling will be
sent to landfill (e.g.

monthly)

Other – mixed
waste

- - Skip bins will be
placed on site,

taken to landfill as
required*
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During construction the following waste will be produced:

· Earth Material – minor volumes will be produced due to excavation
within the site. If possible, some of this material will be used for on-site
works; however, some of the material may be reused onsite, or exported
to an appropriate waste management facility where tip dockets will be
provided.

· General Construction Waste – construction at the site will generate
general construction waste such as paper, plastics and metals. It is
managed by our contractor Budget Waste and there waste
management plan is shown below.

· Contamination – all waste tip dockets will be retained and made
available to the superintendent via electronic copy. The dockets will
demonstrate the amount and type of waste and disposal facility.

All waste will be managed through WEM’s site tracking register, which will be
provided to the Environmental Consultant for Validation.  For all identified sites
of contamination, WEM will show its new location, how it was moved and the
time/date it was moved.  For materials removed externally to the site, they must
be validated using tip dockets, to close out the chain of custody.
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Appendix E – Traffic Control Plan


